PREFIX/SUFFIX TEST

INSTRUCTIONS: Separate the prefix in each of the following words that has a prefix. Some words do not have prefixes.

EXAMPLES:  | con | centrate | flashlight | (none)

1. pronounce  
2. decline  
3. extract  
4. diamond  
5. hydroplane  
6. antisocial  
7. interconnect  
8. imprint  
9. kangaroo  
10. discover

INSTRUCTIONS: Separate the suffix in each of the following words that has a suffix. Some words do not have suffixes.

EXAMPLES:  | friend | ship | flashlight | (none)

11. victimize  
12. heavenly  
13. paycheck  
14. confection  
15. cowardice  
16. gladness  
17. banker  
18. rational  
19. visible  
20. pathetic